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Conferencing and Events - UK

“While there is increased demand for face to face events
and conferences, the sector continues to grapple with a
number of challenges. High costs, short lead times and
staffing challenges remain high on the agenda. Client
expectations are also growing, with audience
expectations becoming far more experience-led.

A focus ...

B2B Economic Outlook - UK

“While the UK economy is now expected to narrowly
avoid falling into recession in 2023, stubbornly high
inflation remains of concern. The inflation rate is
expected to slow in the second half of 2023, on the back
of falling energy prices and the easing of global supply
pressures, but it ...

Legal Services - UK

"Legal services providers continue to face increased
competitive pressures, driven by new entrants,
alternative providers, smart technologies, new business
models, changing client buying patterns and new ways
of working.

Corporate clients will continue to squeeze margins while
pushing for better efficiency and the greater use of
innovation. Thus, firms are ...

Recruitment - UK

“The UK recruitment market has been heavily propelled
by the larger trend of the ‘great resignation’. However,
this trend is expected to have a reduced impact over
2023 as increased economic volatility is hardening
labour movement intentions and leading to increased
business reticence towards hiring. Meanwhile, shortages
of talent are ...

B2B Economic Outlook - UK

“Although the UK avoided recession at the end of 2022,
growth is likely to be constrained by persistently high
inflation and the cost of living crisis. The recent fall in
wholesale gas prices should start to reduce bills by the
end of H1 and this will somewhat improve the financial
...

B2B Economic Outlook - UK

“The UK, along with other Western economies, is
grappling with a perfect storm caused by rocketing fuel
prices following the conflict in Ukraine and the
inflationary consequences of the post-COVID boom in
demand. The sharp rise in inflation seen in 2022 has
stimulated interest rate rises which in turn contribute ...
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UK
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Fleet Services - UK

"The shortage of semi-conductor computer chips is
continuing to lead to shortages of new manufactured
vehicles, which is creating delays in new orders. Despite
this, the industry has found innovative solutions to
maximise growth through increased investment in
digital business models, telematics technology and
electric vehicles."

B2B Economic Outlook - UK -
Winter 2023

Contract Catering - UK - 2023

Courier/Express Delivery - UK -
2023

Facilities Management - UK - 2023

Serviced Offices - UK - 2023
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